


How environmental issues

are affecting shopper behaviour



What is driving growth in the compostable market?

Legislation + Environmental Concerns 

= Consumer Behavioural Change

Increasing 

environmental 

concern

Mass scale 

urbanisation

Changing lifestages

and household 

structures 

Change to

legislation image



Key category market trends and insights

+ 24% + 32% + 17% + 14%



Impact of Covid-19 on the consumer

The era of the public Focus on the right ‘D’

Kantar – Sustainability in the Time of Covid



Impact of Covid-19 on the consumer

Although people are preoccupied with the immediate situation 

their fundamental values hold true & may be reinforced.

Kantar – Sustainability in the Time of Covid



Impact of Covid-19 on the consumer

Even through consumers are engaged with sustainability they still feel that it is the 

responsibility of the corporation, gov. bodies etc. to address sustainable issues.

Kantar – Sustainability in the Time of Covid



Extensive Qualitative Research
• Government Bodies, NGOs

• Councils

• Consumer 1-2-1s

• Retailers 

• Industry Experts

• Influencers

• Media 

• Agencies



The twenty truths

1. Greenwashing is everywhere… it’s hard to decipher the truth from the sensational 

2. Confusion is rife… different messages, different problems, different prognosis.

3. Action paralysis…consumers are so confused that they are frozen in time.

4. Desire to do better… is high and we are clinging on to ‘recycling’ as a lifeboat.

5. Plastic is the main frustration and tension point… it's the only tangible!

6. Bin Contamination & Confusion — nobody knows the facts! 

7. Cost savings has driven behaviour change to date…hybrid cars + Government grant, bag tax…

8. Growing frustration with inaction: increasing belief that corporates and government have to drive change. 

9. We need to offset the bad with the good.

10.Sea of Same: it’s all a blur of messaging with lots of cross-over and mis-attribution.

Understanding the consumer



11. “Your children’s future”: the most pulled string.

12. There is no leader: apart from Sir David Attenborough.

13. Brand awareness is low.

14. There is space for a brand of consequence to have a voice & take a stance in what is 

a minefield of intangibles.

15. Food waste is a huge problem in landfill!

16. Compostable comprehension is chronic. 

17. There is a tangible problem waiting to be solved and the door is open.

18. The mass-market is primed, especially our youth.

19.They are waiting for easy ways to contribute and want to feel good about doing good.

20. And most importantly, they are inclined to do something about the environment. 

Understanding the consumer



e.g

Simple green smarts

.e.g. Binology

Green(er) Alternatives 

(to every day 

products)

Lots of simple 

ways to be greener

Overwhelmed Pro-Slactives

In spite of wanting environmental 

change on a large scale, they're slow 

to take action…

|

As a consequence of the overload of 

information, myth and scaremongering, they 

don’t know where to start or what they can do.

Now it’s easier to be greener.

Solutions, not problems

More nudge, less fudge

We can all do bits

Pragmatic.

Straight-talking.

Bright & Quirky.

∴

∴

∴

Our mission is in our name: to help 

everyone be a bit more green aware because 

the bits add up to lots. 

To enable everyone to be more 

green aware in their own 

environment because if we all do 

bits in our micro environment, we’ll 

do lots for our macro environment.

Do Bits. 

Help Lots.

The Brand Lexicon



Checklist for success

1. Cut through the clutter

2. Focus on solutions, not the problems

3. Change the tone from negative to positive

4. Shift people from inaction to action

5. Ease is the key to unlocking behavioural change

6. Role of brand: enabler

7. Live up to the brand’s leadership position

8. Arm the audience with ability, advice and alternatives

9. Turn the brand name into a verb/adjective

10.Take no prisoners – be honest and refreshing





GreenAware Food Waste 

Caddy Bin

14 x 12 litre

GreenAware Food Waste

Pedal Bin Liners

10 x 25 litre

GreenAware Food Waste 

Swing Bin Liners

5 x 60 litre

GreenAware Wheelie

Bin Liners

3 x 140 litre

GreenAware Wheelie

Bin Liners

3 x 240 litre

The new GreenAware range



GreenAware Reusable

Handy Bags

10 x 30 litre

GreenAware Dog 

Waste Bags

30 bags

GreenAware Garden

Waste Sacks

3 x 150 litre

The new GreenAware range

GreenAware

Bag-For-Life

Reusable shopping bag



Marketing strategy

Fun ’n’ furry…

If we’re too straight in our approach, we won’t 

be noticed.

The GreenAware brand strategy is to be fun, 

quirky and non judgemental. It’s about 

showing that small efforts can have a big 

global impact.

#DoBitsHelpLots



Marketing strategy

The new GreenAware range is supported by a mix of brand and 

educational bright & quirky market leading content.



Marketing strategy



Marketing strategy - ambassadors

Holly White Doireann GarrihyPeter O’Mahony



The reusable shopping bag 

The GreenAware shopping bag – strong, durable and 

100% compostable.

• The reusable shopping bag launched in SuperValu in 

September 2019 

• Described as the most successful launch in terms of 

consumer engagement since records began 

• Now available in 6 majors retailers across Ireland 

including: SuperValu, Centre, Aldi, Day Break and Spar 

• Consumers are actively switching from plastic to 

compostables – an example of consumer driven 

demand.

Image source: https://www.thejournal.ie/supervalu-

compostable-bag-september-4766732-Aug2019/

https://www.thejournal.ie/supervalu-compostable-bag-september-4766732-Aug2019/


Compostable handy bags

GreenAware compostable handy bags are 

the simple way to save money and the 

environment.

• Stronger and bigger than the traditional 

plastic carrier bag

• Double use bag – bring shopping home and 

then line the food waste caddy

• Now the 3rd largest selling bag on the whole 

refuse sack category in one of Irelands 

leading retailers.

Image source: https://www.thejournal.ie/supervalu-

compostable-bag-september-4766732-Aug2019/

https://www.thejournal.ie/supervalu-compostable-bag-september-4766732-Aug2019/


In the past year GreenAware has..

Helped to compost  

over 3,300 tonnes

of Garden waste

2.6 million plastic 

dog poo bags taken 

out of circulation

Replaced over 5 

million plastic 

shopping bags – 180 

tonnes of plastic 

removed from the 

environment

Helped families 

compost over 10,000 

tonnes of food 

waste.



What’s next for GreenAware

• Expanding product portfolio – creating a range of plastic 

free alternatives to everyday household items

• Conducting further consumer research – understanding the 

impact of C-19 on the sustainable consumer

Continue our mission to make GreenAware the 

sustainable brand of choice on the national and 

international market.





Thank You
There’s only one way to find out…


